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CONCERT

Rapper Zhou Yan (stage name GAI)
has released a number of albums with a
few hits such as "Hua Xia." In July 2019,
he sang the theme song "Nezha" for the
high-grossing animation film of the same
name. His concert in Wuhan will display a
fully decked out stage where GAI will
perform both his classic and newest songs
with popular bands.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Dec. 21
Venue: Wuhan Salon (武汉客厅)
Tickets: ￥380, ￥480, ￥680, ￥880, ￥1080

Lutz Daberkow, founder and
artistic director of the New Berlin
Symphony Orchestra, has helped guide
the orchestra in its performances of a
wide range of musical compositions,
from Baroque music to 20th century
pop music. The orchestra's concert
features Gregor DuBuclet as conductor

and Simon Breuer as first violin, with
tenors Heiko Reissig, Mircea
Nedelescu, and soprano Emilia Feldt
performing classic opera selections.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Dec. 17
Venue: Qintai Concert Hall (琴台音乐厅)
Tickets: ￥180, ￥280, ￥380, ￥480,

￥680

New Symphony Orchestra Berlin

GAI's 2019 tour

The Flamenco dance drama "Carmen" is
created by flamenco master Javier Latorre and
performed by the Granada Flamenco Dance
Company, one of the world's most celebrated
flamenco dance troupes. Starring Javier Martos,
this brand-new show integrates the original
essence of Bizet opera and the elegance of
European art. The complete plot, gorgeous
stage, and classic melody interpret the ultimate
conflicts of love and freedom, desire and passion.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Dec. 25
Venue: Hubei Theater (湖北剧院)
Tickets: ￥80, ￥144, ￥180, ￥224, ￥280, ￥385,

￥480, ￥544, ￥680

'Carmen'

Inala is a Zulu word
meaning "abundance of
goodwill." The play,
choreographed by Mark
Baldwin (Officer of the Order
of the British Empire),
displays the current culture of
South Africa with solo dance,

pas de deux, pas de trios and
live vocal accompaniment.
The story begins at dawn in a
South African tribe where a
young man, upset at his
tribesmen, flees to the city
but suffers a series of
hardships. The second act

tells a story of salvation and
forgiveness, and explores the
meaning of home.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Dec. 16 & 17
Venue: Qintai Grand Theater

(琴台大剧院)
Tickets: ￥180, ￥380, ￥480,

￥680

STAGE 'INALA'


